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Get advice and solutions for solving myriad of your PC problems, including expert tips on

researching solutions on your own. Learn how to maintain your computer, keeping it in good

working condition, plus how to upgrade and install new software safely. Troubleshoot Linux,

Windows, and personal devices, use the internet effectively as a problem-solving tool, get up to

speed on computer security, and set up small home and wireless networks. The companion

Web site provides additional support.

From the Back CoverPublisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not

guaranteed by the publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements

included with the product.Keep your PC in tip-top shape with the PC Doctor's proven

treatmentsDiagnose, fix, upgrade, and maintain your PC and install software and peripherals

with help from this easy-to-use guide. Inside, you'll find just what the PC Doctor ordered with

the fix-it-yourself PC home remedies you need to take good care of your computer. Learn how

to interpret error messages, troubleshoot common problems, and resolve performance issues.

Plus, get handy checklists at the end of each chapter to help you with ongoing maintenance.

This step-by-step resource empowers you with the knowledge and skills you need to keep your

PC running smoothly.Learn the anatomy of your PC to better care for itMaintain your file

system properlyUpgrade your PC--add memory, components, devices, and moreProtect your

PC from viruses, worms, hackers, and other threatsTroubleshoot and back up your hard

driveTake advantage of CD and DVD storage capacityNetwork PCs together and share

resources, such as printers, hard drives, and moreConnect devices to your PC using

expansion cards and portsMake the most of the Internet--from getting a better connection to

speeding up your browserGet expert advice on where to find more information to help yourself--

This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorAdrian W.

Kingsley-Hughes is a technical director and consultant for a UK computer company

specializing in the integration of IT and Internet technologies into current work practices. He is

basing the core of this book on his experiences developing, teaching and carrying out

subsequent updates of a class he has taught with Barnes and Noble University --“Caring for

Your PC”. Adrian has written technical books for Wrox Press, Active Path, Sybex and

Macmillan, and has been developing training materials and courses for more than 5 years. He

is currently involved in developing courses for Element K producing courses and materials

used by many Fortune 500 companies and leading universities --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Meena Dave, Last Summer Boys: A Novel, Reminders of Him: A Novel, Book Lovers, The Wild

Side: A Small Town Friends-To-Lovers Romance (The Wild Westbrooks Series), Shattered

Altar (Makarova Bratva Book 1), The Housemaid: An absolutely addictive psychological thriller

with a jaw-dropping twist, Nightwork: A Novel, Where the Crawdads Sing, Ruthless Rival,

Quicksilver, Shattered Cradle (Makarova Bratva Book 2), The Venice Sketchbook: A Novel,

Foucault's Pendulum, My Evil Mother: A Short Story, The Rescue, One Bossy Proposal: An

Enemies to Lovers Romance, Becoming Fluent: How Cognitive Science Can Help Adults Learn

a Foreign Language

Ivory, “Five Stars. Excellent book for the price!”

ABC, “Very good, helpful book. This book is the first point of attack if I get a problem with my

PC. I like the layout of the book - very easy to find what I need. Sensible advice. Calm

presentation in a crisis - very helpful.”

Mikel reid, “I now know a little more about strong passwords so .... I now know a little more

about strong passwords so much that I forgot one and had to rebuild it again and put in another

one but tis came on time.”

S C Tovey, “All as promised!. great book...all as promised...great value, packaged correctly.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 8 people have provided feedback.
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